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英文綜合文法練習-6(小六適用) 

 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. (11 marks, 1 mark each) 

ago next month every year 

now hours then 

 

Mary (1)                     (has/learn) calligraphy for five 

years, and she (2)                     (practice) calligraphy for 

three (3)                     a day. She first competed in a 

calligraphy competition three years (4)                     and 

(5)                     (win) the championship, and since  

(6)                     she has participated in various calligraphy 

competitions (7)                    .  

Mary is (8)                     a calligraphy teacher, and her 

students (9)                     (participate) in a calligraphy 

competition last week. She herself (10)                     

(participate) in a calligraphy exhibition (11)                    . 
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英文綜合文法練習-6(小六適用) 

 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. (7marks, 1 mark each) 

 

Peter loves candy and (1)                     (hope) to open a 

candy store in the future. If he has a big bag of candy, he  

(2)                     (share) it with friends. If he (3)                     

(has) a candy the size of an earth, he (4)                     (share) it 

with the world. 

In order to (5)                     (realize) his dream, Peter  

(6)                     (start / learn) to make candy five years ago. He 

believed that he must (7)                     (become) a candy master 

to make the best candy in the world. 
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英文綜合文法練習-6(小六適用)-答案 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. (11 marks, 1 mark each) 

ago next month every year 

now hours then 

 

Mary (1) has been learning /has learnt (has/learn) calligraphy 

for five years, and she (2) practices (practice) calligraphy for 

three (3) hours a day. She first competed in a calligraphy 

competition three years (4) ago and (5) won (win) the 

championship, and since (6) then she has participated in various 

calligraphy competitions (7) every year.  

Mary is (8) now a calligraphy teacher, and her students (9) 

participated (participate) in a calligraphy competition last week. 

She herself (10) will participate (participate) in a calligraphy 

exhibition (11) next month. 
                                                                                      

 

Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given verbs. (7marks, 1 mark each) 

Peter loves candy and (1) hopes (hope) to open a candy store in 

the future. If he has a big bag of candy, he (2) will share (share) it 

with friends. If he (3) had (has) a candy the size of an earth, he (4) 

would share (share) it with the world. 

In order to (5) realize (realize) his dream, Peter (6) started 

learning (start / learn) to make candy five years ago. He believed 

that he must (7) become (become) a candy master to make the best 

candy in the world. 

 

End  


